
Van:
Aan:

-

Onderwerp: Voorzet oplegger voor COM / Bijenguidance
Datum: donderdag 9juni 2016 00:58:00

Bijlagen: Comments from the Netherlands GD Bees.docx

Hoi

Bij deze de beloofde voorzet voor de oplegger. Kijk maar even wat je ervan vindt.

Ik sprak• nog hierover en hij is van mening dat we de Commissie dringend moeten

voorhouden om toch een impact assessment uit te voeren.

Het Ctgb gaat op een later moment van deze GD last krijgen, op dezelfde manier als dat mbt de

GD protected crops is gebeurd. Ik heb deze aanbeveling nog niet in de oplegger opgenomen, ik

probeer je morgen hierover nog te spreken.

Groet, tot morgen,•





Comments from the Netherlands on the time-frame for the use of EFSA Guidance
Document on the Risk Assessment of Plant Protection Products on Bees (Apis mellifera,
Bombus spp. and solitary bees). Point B.04 on the Agenda of SCoPAFF, May 1$ — 19
2016.

Netherlands truly welcome the proposal for the time-frame that was prepared by the
Coi’iission to implement the EFSA guidance document on the risk assessment for bees. On a
numb,of occasions we stressed the importance of this guidance to be finalised and have it
avaiIablruse.

Atije same though we would like to express our deep concerns about the feasibility of this
ida.ce. Requ%ments should be imposed that are scientifically sound, up-to-date and

fealJndustry shuld be able to meet these requirements. 1f this fails, a regular risk
assesproceduPill be possible.

We listed uber of issJ Dustrates our concerns in the attached appendix, together
with an overv(f.general cp’e1.

Apart from the techfitpoints thaid here, we would urge upon the Commission to
as soon as possible py% EFSA to review the tigger values on the basis of
the BEEHAVE model. ln should be available before the
implementation date of therre (01

oc

Implementation of the guidancew to topics and many points that
need clarification. We emphasize tte’îtance yîng%se issues by a harmonised
approach, not allowing MS to find nanI,ys of s Plat is why we propose the
Commission to look into the possibilitieSling an’ftJup that jointly works on an
existing zonal dossier. Byjointly preparing8sier (a î’ Ïîd, a fungicide and lor an
insecticide) valuable experience is gained th I%°tivate hssors to make full use of
the guidance.

‘3.
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Van:
Aan:
Cc:

Onderwerp:
Datum:
Bijlagen:

Hol

Nog een paar aanvullingen. Ik miste nog de impact voor het effectief middelenpakket en de
onduidelijkheid over de data van ingang. Wellicht had ik niet de laatste versie en staat het in jouw
versie anders.

Succes verder.

Met vriendelijke groet,

Nederlandse Voedsel - en Warenautoriteit
Natuur

tel:
e-rr_

Oorsoronkelilk bericht
Van:
Verzonden: woensdaa 8 luni 2016 8:05
An

CC:
Ondierp: mei_20 16_ctgb_comments_on_com_implementation_

Beste harde werkers,

Enkele kleine revisies van mij.
Als dit verwerkt is, lijkt het mij een prima commentaarstem dat ik graag richting COM doorgeef (en
ook de collega’s ‘to consider’

Dank voor jullie werk alvast,
Groet,

1
RE: mei_2016_ctgb_comments_on_com_implementation_
woensdag 8juni 2016 09:01:33
mei 2016 ctob comments on corn imiJlementation NVwA.docx





June 2016
NL comments on the proposal for implementation of the EFSA 2013 (revision 2014) Guidance
document for RA of bees and the proposal for revision of the Uniform Principles:

Genralpoints

0 TiUniform Principles contain at several places first-tier trïgger values for effect assessments
fe g for aquatic organisms, birds and also bees) Most of these were already part of the Uniform

c%. Principls’pf 1994. However, the EFSA protection goal opinion’ indicated that the specific
3protedion oaI of a risk assessment is linked to a ‘reference tier’ fwhich is a higher tier) and that

<3jyer tiers hatp bëIïbrated against this reference tier (see Figure 7 of protedion goal
içiiön). So, loweFtJersay need to be changed in regulatory practice to keep pace with
scierftcevelopmen.’tefore It is not advisable to describe lower-tiertrigger values (like
the ad %oraI toxtcity ET1frner of of 0 2) in the Uniform Principles Instead these prtnciples
should be1îrpïtd to the spçjfkfrqteqtion goals. This will also give more flexibility in case the
first-tier trïgere revised. t’’

‘ %
El The GO does not cd as almost all substances fail the first

Tier even for honeybe tiçan be repaffe?ttÎtechronic oral trigger is revised before
implementation See furt eriçfrIanation eitA1

1

O The important refinement optinf-field for honeybees will become
unavailable if the GD is strictly foll We propotj&jshese protocols and to deal with
the existing tests in a harmonised (ar ‘%Iexperé9f iber States) way in the interim
period. Seefurther explanation in commnfkZ?-

• \% \‘%.
El We note that many of the topics listed in Anneieed more wÖjbje they can be

implemented. The intended implementation Uatt%bruary 201Jfts ambitious, and high
priority should be given to this work, especially if the%fopics are to kassésed among
Member States in a harmonised way. We recommend tlaJn expert wok)ng group is set up
a s a p where sctentists, but also risk assessors, work on tléctions of thd’guidance document
that need further development. Seefurtherexplanation in co,3i&jp B2-6).

0 For some of the topics in Annex S (e.g. HPG, homing flight) we seriod.oubt that a”workable
risk assessment will be available per February 2018.

-
c

0 A timeline should be given for the topics listed in Annex C. To just state that tire ‘not to’
used’ (ever?) is not acceptable to us. Especially the development of a protectiori’gol relevant ‘.

for other bees than the honeybee is highly important and we recommend that work on this is
started as soon as possible. Seefurther explanation in comment C.4.

‘EFSA, 2010. Scientific Opinion on the development of specific protection goal options for enviconmental risk
assessment of pesticides, in particular in relation to the revision of the Guidance Documents on Aquatic and
Terrestrial Ecotoxicology (SANCO/3268/2001 and SANCO/10329/2002). EFSA Journal 2010 8(10): 1821, 55 pp.



ü ft should be acknowledged in the document that the guidelines/test protocols mentioned are

the ones currently avaïlable and that, once new harmonised guidelines become available, these

should be used instead (e.g. guidelines for testïng acute toxicity to bumblebees are currently
being rîng-tested, and, once adopted, should be used instead of OECD 213/214).

For us the time-frame as mentioned in the Commission Notice, page 2, under 1 is not dear.
There frt is mentioned that for plant protection produds submitted after 15 October 2016 part

tFe chapters of the Guidance as listed in Part A should be used. Whereas in Part A of the Annex

ofhe Commission Notice mentions the date of 31 January/October 2017.

Annex A:.

% -- - ‘Ç-.

1) Mni&tal substarôs firjding herbicides and fungicides) fail the first Tier risk assessment.

WhihJijJ have an on the availability of PPP for growers Thus, the Tiered

approh,6fthe GD is n1 ULate. A Tiered approach should filter out part of the substances

so on an adual risk is expeded go to the higher Tier. The
problem is onic oral risk assessment, which is so low that even

when substancE they do not usually pass the honeybee chronic
oral assessment. l chronic oral trigger is set too conservatively.

The trigger is based d moftality which is debatable and being
tested in the Neth eI calculations with an unsuitable
model3. We ask the andate to revise this trigger as soon as

possible, so that the revised tr entation (i.e. before 01 February
2017).

2) 1f the protocols for higher tier testir
current field and semi-field tests for hoi
addition, the protocols are so demanding tl eans to address this in

such a way that honeybee field and semi-field iis means that this
refinement option, which is currently very often bIe. Two other
refinement options are given: risk mitigation and e esidue
measurements in nectar and pollen). However, risk ce all risks and there

is as yet little experience with exposure refinement, this refinement
option uncertain. We recommend that the protocols are i e, taking into

account the new information on background mortality (see A.1) aniaking use dfll expertise
available in the field. In the meantime, we propose that the usefulnsfcurrently ataJlable
semi-field and field tests for the risk assessment is assessed by expert essors. Tcsure
that this is done in a harmonised way, we propose that a working group drikassessors fo.Jr
Member States assesses three pilot dossiers (one insecticide, one herbicide rçîpe fungicidé)

Agreements made in this working group will have to be laid down in such a waîtht decisions
based on those agreements are legally sound.

2 governmental project 80-20-002-011

EFSA, 2015. Statement on the suitability of the BEEHAVE model for its potential use in a regulatory context and

for the risk assessment of multiple stressors in honeybees at the landscape level EFSA Journal 2015;13(5):4125, 91

pp. doi:10.2903/j.efsa.2015.4125

very few to none of the
for use in risk assessment. In



3) Currently the FOCUS run-off scenario is not in use. The Commission is asked to ensure that the
environmental Fate sedions come to a harmonised agreement on inputs and formats for
outputs before Feb 2017.

Regarding Annex B:
Some of the topics in Annex B are indeed risk assessments that can be implemented per

°SFebruary 2018, in accordance with the title of the Annex, while others seem more like action
points for the expert working group that we recommend above fe.g. ‘reconsideration of safety
faprs’ and ‘a revision of the GD’ are hardly things to address in a specific adive substance or

, prodt dossier). It is recommended that there is a dear separation between these two types of

,
‘. goals in the Annex.

We are not’convinced that a fulty-validated and reliable method/model for estimating
<‘‘ccumulative tocicity VnH be possible by Jan 2018, pafticularly considering that up to this time

this 4qptional” setion of the chronic toxicity test has rarely been implemented. Since honeydew
is n&j luded in th çuret(2014) version of the Guidance, it is unclear what to do if a
screening step does not pass Would the ne)ct step be risk mitigation2 Is there some refinement
1f refinemets or mitigation ar possible/the next step, this would presumably also have to be
placed here in Annex B

3) Considering the problems with methodôtogies for appropriate honey and bumbie bee field tests
according to Apperidt 0 of the EFSM3D, t eems unlikely that adequate solitary bee (semi) field
methodologies (accordngoAppendix O)’wilrb1 available byianuary 2018.

4) Sublethal effects — considering hw difficult itis o flnk sublethal effects to colony level effeds
this point seems very open:Öthej than HPG,tIiereig.n&subIethaI effect assessment in the
current (2014) version of the Guidance In addition even or HPG, January 2018 seems
optimistic considering the need for standard tests and adjustd risk assessment schemes
considering the protection goal and effect of the sublethLeffect(s) on bee populations

5) Effects on homing flight —this is not yet part of the RA scherie in the (2014) Guidance, 50 it

seems optimistic that it will be available as cif Iaguary 2018
6) Development of landscape modelling—this refirement is quite specific per Member State It is

likely that some Member States (like the NL) willbfaster at devetopihgthis than others. It is
possible that a model from the NL could be used as a besis for other MSs, bi.t this would require
a large amount of time to develop. In the meantime, it might be good tospecify when
extrapolation might be possible. .-.

Regarding Annex C:
1) Is the intention of the lines ‘chronic oral toxicity test with bumble bees/solitary bees’ and ‘larval

toxicity test wfth bumble bees/solitary bees’ that no such tests need to e performed, that
the chronic oral and larval risk assessment to bumble bees and solitary bees does not needo be
done? The 2014 Guidance already refers to the honeybee tests for these endpo,nts, so if the
former is meant, it is unclear why this needs to be listed. 1f the latter is meant, please rephrase. .

2) No accumulative risk assessment for bumbie or solitary bees exists in the 2014 Guidance, so it
seems odd to list It here.

3) Listing field tests with bumbie bees here seems odd, since in Annex A it already says that
combined field to laboratory tests should be used. Does this mean that no field tests would ever
be used for bumble bees (but would be used for honey and/or solitary bees if a methodology
that meets Appendix 0 would ever be made)?



4) Regarding the protection goals for bumbiebees and solitary bees, It is surprising that the
roadmap states that a final definition of these is not to be used. Or do we misunderstand this
and ïs the intention to revise the protection goals currently included in the GD? The overall level
of protection is given by combination of the specific protection goal for the effeds on bees and

the exposure assessment goal (as described at end of p. 12 of the EFSA bee guidance). This
guidance document proposed as the exposure assessment goal for the solitary bees the
populations of solitary bees living at the edges of treated fields and indïcated that this is a quite

Cconservative exposure assessment goal because only a small proportion of all solitary bees will
live at the edges of treated fields (see p. 61). E.g. the least conservative option for this exposure
asssment goal could be all populations of solitary bees in a Member State; an intermediate
optioçould be all populations of solitary bees in areas with high use intensity of the pesticide.

Thus, It riay be advisable to develop a suite of options for the exposure assessment goal that

are consideed relevant by bee population experts. Thus, it would in principle be possible to
Ip a roaap fting with a non-conservative option for this exposure assessment goal

stepwise to môre conservative options. For the bumble bees a similar approach could
1. Consid&intjpotential difficulties in developing such new options, we propose

group i efhts.soon as possible, making use of expertise in the field (e.g.that a
IPBES).



Van:
Aan:
Cc:
Onderwerp:
Datum:
Bijlagen:

______________________________________________

Beste harde werkers,

Enkele kleine revisies van mij.

Als dit verwerkt is, lijkt het mij een prima commentaarstem dat ik graag richting COM doorgeef (en

ook de collega’s ‘to consider’ )

Dank voor jullie werk alvast,

Groet,

mei_20 16_dgb_comments_on_com_implementation_
woensdag 8 juni 2016 08:04:49
mei 2016 ctab comments on com imolementation .docx
A]T00001.bct





iune 2016
NL comments on the proposal for implementation of the EFSA 2013 (revision 2014) Guidance

%. document for RA of bees and the proposal for revision of the Uniform Principles:

General points

The Uniform Principles contain at several places first-tier trigger values for effect assessments

(e.g. for aquatic organisms, birds and also bees). Most of these were already part of the Uniform
Princïples of 1994. However, the EFSA protection goal opinion’ indicated that the specific
protedion goal of a risk assessment is linked to a ‘reference tier’ (which is a higher tier) and that
lower tiers have to be calibrated against this reference tier (see Figure 7 of protection goal
opinion). So, lower tiers may need to be changed in regulatory practice to keep pace wïth
scientific developments.Therefore it is not advisable to describe lower-tier trigger values (like
the acute oral toxicity ETR trigger of of 0.2) in the Uniform Principles. Instead these principles
should be limited to the specificprqteqion goals. This will also give more flexibility in case the
first-tier triggers are revised.

O %

The GO does not cofltain an adequate ‘Tiered approach’, as almost all substances fail the first
Tier even for honeybees. This can be repaired it.the chronic oral trigger is revised before
implementation. Seefurther explanation ii.çôtrjtieptA1.

The important refinement option of sémj-field and field tests for honeybees will become
unavailable if the GD is strictly followed, We propdse to révise these protocols and to deal with
the existing tests in a harmonised (amongst EU experts of Member States) way in the interim
period. Seefurther explanation in commentA 2.

0 We note that many of the topics listed in Annex B need more work before they can be
implemented. The intended implementation date is February 2018. This is ambitious, and high
priority should be given to this work, especially if these topics are to be assessed among
Member States in a harmonised way. We recommend that an expert working group is set up
a.s.a.p. where scientists, but also risk assessors, work on the sections of the guidance document
that need further development. Seefurther expianation in comments 82-6).

0 For some of the topics in Annex B (e.g. HPG, homing flight) we seriously doubt that a workable
risk assessment will be available per February 2018.

0 A timeline should be given for the topics listed in Annex C. To just state that these are ‘not to be
used’ (ever?) is not acceptable to us. Especially the development of a protection goal relevant
for other bees than the honeybee is highly important and we recommend that work on this is
started as soon as possible. Seefurther explanation in comment C4.

‘EFSA, 2010. Scientific Opinion on the development of specific protection goal options for environmental risk
assessment of pesticides, in particular in relation to the revision of the Guidance Documents on Aquatic and
Terrestrial Ecotoxicology (SANCO/3268/2001 and SANCO/10329/2002). EFSA Journal 2010 8f 10): 1821, 55 pp.



E It should be acknowledged in the document that the guidelines/test protocols mentioned are
the ones currently available and that, once new harmonised guidelines become available, these
should be used instead (e.g. guidelines for testing acute toxicity to bumblebees are currently
being ring-tested, and, once adopted, should be used instead of OECO 213/214).

Regarding Annex A:

1) Almost all substances (including herbicides and fungicides) fail the first Tier risk assessment.
• Thus, the Tiered approach of the GD is not adequate. A Tiered approach should filter out part of

the substances so that onlythose substances for which an actual risk is expeded go to the
‘‘ higher Tier. The problem is caused by the trigger for the chronic oral risk assessment, which is so

16w that even when substances show no effect at limit doses, they do not usually pass the
honeybee chronic oral assessment. New information shows that the chronic oral trigger is set
too conservatively. The trigger is based on an assumption of background mortality which is
debatable and being tested in the Netherlands at this moment2, and on model calculations with
an unsuitable model3. We ask the Commission to provide EFSA with a mandate to revise this
trigger as soon as possible, so that the revised trigger is available before implementation (i.e.
before 01 Februâry 2017).

2) 1f the protocols for higher tier testing of the GD are strictly followed, very few to none of the
current field and semi-field tests for honeybees will be acceptable for use in risk assessment. In
addition, the protocols are so demanding that there is, as of yet, no means to address this in
such a way that honeybee field and semi-field tests would be feasible. This means that this
refinement option, which is currently very often used, will become unavailable. Two other
refinement options are given: risk mitigation and exposure refinement (i.e. residue
measurements in nectar and pollen). However, risk mitigation cannot reduce all risks and there
is as yet littie experience with exposure refïnement, making the usefulness of this refinement
option unceftain. We recommend that the protocols are revised as soon as possible, taking into
account the new information on background mortality (see A.1) and making use of all expertise
available in the field. In the meantime, we propose that the usefulness of currently available
semi-field and field tests for the risk assessment is assessed by expert risk assessors. To ensure
that this is done in a harmonised way, we propose that a working group of risk assessors from
Member States assesses three pilot dossiers (one insecticide, one herbicideand one fungicide).
Agreements made in this working group will have to be laid down in such a way that decisions
based on those agreements are legally sound.

3) Currently the FOCUS run-off scenario is not in use. The Commission is asked to ensure that the
environmental Fate sections come to a harmonised agreement on inputs and formats for
outputs before Feb 2017.

Regarding Annex B:

2 governmental project BO-20-002-011

EFSA, 2015. Statement on the suitability of the BEEHAVE model for its potential use ina regulatory context and
for the risk assessment of multiple stressots in honeybees at the landscape level. EFSA iournal 2015;13f6):4125, 91

pp. doi:W.2903/j.efsa.2015.4125



1) Some of the topics in Annex B are indeed risk assessments that can be implemented per
February 2018, in accordance with the title of the Annex, while others seem more like action
points for the expert working group that we recommend above (e.g. ‘reconsideration of safety
factors’ and ‘a revision of the GD’ are hardly things to address in a specific active substance or
product dossier). It is recommended that there is a dear separation between these two types of
goals in the Annex.

2) We are not convinced that a fully-validated and reliable method/model for estimating
accumulative toxicity will be possible by Jan 2018, pafticularly considering that up to this time
this “optional” section of the chronic toxicity test bas rarely been implemented. Since honeydew
is not inciuded in the current (2014) version of the Guidance, it is unclear what to do if a
screening step does not pass. Would the next step be risk mitigation? Is there some refinement?
1f refinements or mitigations are possible/the next step, this would presumably also have to be
placed here in Annex B.

3) Considering the problems with methodologies for appropriate honey and bumble bee field tests
according to Appendix 0 of the EFSA GD, It seems unlikely that adequate solitary bee (semi) field
methodologies (according to Appendix 0) will be available by January 2018.

4) Sublethal effeds — consïdering how difficult it is to link sublethal effeds to colony-level effects
this point seems very open. Other than HPG, there is no sublethal effect assessment in the
current (2014) version of the Guidance. In addition, even for HPG, January 2018 seems
optimistic considering the need for standard tests and adjusted risk assessment schemes
considering the protection goal and effect of the sublethal effect(s) on bee populations.

5) Effects on homing flight—this is not yet part of the RA scheme in the (2014) Guidance, so it
seems optimistic that it will be available as of January 201$.

6) Development of landscape modelling — this refinement is quite specific per Member State. It is
likely that some Member States (like the NL) will be faster at developing this than others. It is
possible that a model from the NL could be used as a basis for other MSs, but this would require
a large amount of time to develop. In the meantime, it migit be good to specifywhen
extrapolation might be possible. ‘ c

Regarding Annex C:
1) Is the intention of the lines ‘chronic oral toxicity test with bumblebes/solitary bees’ and ‘larval

toxicity test with bumble bees/solitary bees’ that no such tests need to be performed, or that
the chronic oral and larval risk assessment to bumble bees and solitary bees does not need to be
done? The 2014 Guidance already refers to the honeybee tests for these endpoints, so if the
former is meant, it is unclear why this needs to be listed. 1f the Iatl:er is meant, please rephrase.

2) No accumulative risk assessment for bumbie or solitary bees exists in the 2014 Guidance, $0 It
seems odd to list it here.

3) Listing field tests with bumbie bees hete seems odd, since in Annex A it already says that
combined field to laboratory tests should be used. Does this mean that no field tests would ever
be used for bumble bees (but would be used for honey and/or solitary bees if a methodology
that meets Appendix 0 would ever be made)?

4) Regarding the protection goals for bumblebees and solitary bees, it is surprising that the
roadmap states that a final definition of these is not to be used. Or do we misunderstand this
and is the intention to revise the protedion goals currently included in the GD?. The overall
level of protedion is given by combination of the specific protedion goal for the effects on bees
and the exposure assessment goal (as described at end of p. 12 of the EFSA bee guidance). This
guidance document proposed as the exposure assessment goal for the solitary bees the
populations of solitary bees living at the edges of treated fields and indicated that this is a quite



conservative exposure assessment goal because only a small proportion of all solitary bees will
live at the edges of treated fields (see p. 61). E.g. the least conservative option for this exposure
assessment goal could be all populations of solitary bees in a Member State; an intermediate
option could be all populatïons of solitary bees in areas with high use ïntensity of the pesticide.
Thus, It may be advisable to develop a suite of optîons for the exposure assessment goal that
are considered relevant by bee population experts. Thus, It would in principle be possible to
develop a road map starting with a non conservative option for this exposure assessment goal
and move stepwise to more conservative options. For the bumble bees a similar approach could
be followed. Considering the potential difficulties in developing such new options, we propose
that a working group is set up as soon as possible, making use of expeftise in the field (e.g.
IPBES).
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Van:
Aan:

Cc:
Onderwerp:
Datum:
Bijlagen:

Hol allemaal,

Hier een nieuwe versie van het Ctgb inhoudelijk commentaar, in het nieuwe format, met al

input vani verwerkt.

Roept u maar :-)

Groeten

PS Ik ben er deze week dus alleen morgen nog., en is er helemaal niet deze week.

Bedankt voor jullie flexibiliteit vanochtend met (de vorm van) het overleg. Belangrijker nog
bedankt voor alle gewaardeerde inbreng! Uiteraard stel ik jullie input, kennis en kunde zeer op
prijs.
Mooi dat we snel het eerste commentaar-paper’ vanuit het Ctgb kunnen omwerken, conform
de afspraken van vanochtend.
Ik zie eea dan woensdag einde dag tegemoet. Graag sturen naar alle deelnemers en ook (cc?)
aan

Mijn streven is om ons commentaar en de oproepen aan COM en LS vrijdag te versturen.

Groet,

Ministry of Economic Affairs
DG Agriculture and Nature
The Netherlands
Verstuurd vanaf mijn iPad

Op 30 mei 2016 om 13:52 1
het volgende geschreven:

Geachte genodigden,

Als het goed is heeft u
van

betreffende bovenstaand onderwerp al bericht ontvangen

Op verzoek van treft u bijgaand een datumbriefje voor het plannen van
een overleg Bijen GD.

1

1
1
Commentaar NL op roadmap en u bijen
dinsdag 7juni 2016 16:13:07
mei 2016 ctob comments on corn imolementation .docx

Beste mensen,

Helaas zijn de mogelijkheden zeer beperkt, desondanks hoop ik dat u tijd kunt
vrijmaken.



Wilt u zo vriendelijk zijn uw beschikbaarheid in te vullen en deze zo spoedig
mogelijk retour te sturen.

Hartelijk dank voor uw medewerking.

Met vriendelijke groet,

Management assistent

Ministerie van Economische Zaken
Directie Plantaardige Agroketens en Voedselkwaliteit
Bezuidenhoutseweg 73 1 B-zuid 4e etagel

40112 )EKDENHAAG

Let op! Bij bezoek aan het ministerie dient u in het bezit te zijn van een
geldig legitimatiebewijs!

“Dit bericht kan informatie bevatten die niet voor u is bestemd. Indien u hiet de geadresseerde bent of dit bericht
abusievelijk aan u is gezonden, wordt u verzocht dat aan de afzender te melden en het bericht te venvijderen. De staat
aanvaardt geen aansprakelijkheid voor schade, van welke aard ook, die verband houdt met risico’s verbonden aan het
elektronisch verzenden van berichten.”
“This message may contain information that is not intended for you. 1f you are not the addressee or if this message was
tent to you by mistake, you are requested to inform the sender and delete teh message. The State accepts no liability for
damage of any kind resulting from the risks inherent i the electorinc transmission of messages.”

<2016-05-30 daturnbr. Bijen guidance document .docx>



June 2016
NL comments on the proposal for implementation of the EFSA 2013 (revision 2014) Guidance
document for RA of bees and the proposal for revision of the Uniform Principles:

Gen&aI points

• TUniform Principles contain at several places first-tier trigger values for effect assessments
(e.g. f’raquatïc organisms, birds and also bees). Most of these were already part of the Uniform

• Principlespf 1994. However, the EFSA protection goal opinion1 indicated that the specific
-. protection Öal of a risk assessment is linked to a ‘reference tier’ (which is a higher tier) and that

tiers hato becalibrated against this reference tier (see Figure 7 of protection goal
opiniQn). So lowertiprs rigy need to be changed in regulatory pradice to keep pace with
scieflcdevelopmefitstkjèrefore it is not advisable to describe lower-tier trigger values (like
the acirte’iral toxicfty E rier of of 0.2) in the Uniform Principles. Instead these principles
should be lirnftpd to the specific otection goals. This will also give more flexibility in case the
first tier triggter re revised

• The GD does not cntain an.adequIiej4âpproach, as almost all substances fail the first Tier
even for honeybees. This’jb repaiI)tftesfronic oral trigger is revised before
implementation. See further%)qnation f rnifletA.1.

- *
t.

o0
• The important refinement optiÔ*Øpi-field an fij&tests for honeybees will be become

unavailable if the GD is strïctly follb&d. We these protocols and to deal with
the existing tests in a harmonized wa ipU’ipterim ibd. Sefurther explanation in comment

‘•Ç 4A.2. ‘ ‘..;-.

.

• We note that many of the topics listed in Anne*eèd more wOik befre they can be
implemented. The intended implementation date1fbruary 2018: Tfns ‘s:ambitious, and high
priority should be given to this work, especially if these iopics are to b asséssed among
Member States in a harmonized way. We recommend thatan expert woiking group is set up
a.s.a.p. in which scientists but also risk assessors work on the sedions of tle..guidance
document that need further development. Seefurther expIaniticiFijn commens,B2-6,J.

• For some of the topics in Annex B (e.g. HPG, homing flight) we serioifsJÇ’ doubt that torkable
risk assessment will be available per February 2018.

0;

• A timeline should be given for the topics listed in Annex C. To just state that thee are ‘not to
used’ fever?) is not acceptable to us. Especially the development of a protectiori’gol relevant
for other bees than the honeybee is highly important and we recommend that work on this is
started as soon as possible. Seefurther explanation in comment C.4.

1
EFSA, 2010. Scientific Opinion on the development of specific protection goal options tor environmental risk

assessment of pesticides, in particular in relation to the revision of the Guidance Documents on Aquatic and
lerrestrial Ecotoxicology (SANCO/3268/2001 and SANCO/10329/2002). EFSA Journal 2010 8(10): 1821, 55 pp.



• It should be acknowledged in the document that the guidehnes/test protocols mentioned are
the ones currently available and that, once new harmonized guidelines become available, these
should be used instead (e.g. guidelines for testing acute toxicity to bumbiebees are currently
being ring-tested, and, once adopted, should be used instead of OECD 213/214).

Regf?ding Annex A:

1) Aiost all substances fincluding herbicides and fungicides) fail the first Tier risk assessment.
Thus, the Tiered approach of the GD is not adequate. ATiered approach should filter out part of
the substances so that only those substances for which an actual risk is expected go to the

% higher Tier. The problem is caused by the trigger for the chronic oral risk assessment, which is so

.l6that even vhen sibstances show no effect at limit doses, they do not usually pass the
hönybee chronicojal asessment. New information shows that the chronic oral trigger is set
too conservatively The 1riger is based on an assumption of background mortality which is
debatable and being testd rn the Netherlands at this moment2, and on model calculations with
an unsuit1le model3 We ask the Commission to provide EFSA with a mandate to revise this
trigger as son possible sothatthe revised trigger is available before implementation fi e
before 01 February2Ql7)

2) 1f the protocols for hghar tier testing of the 3D are stridly followed, very few to none of the
current field and semi field tests for honeybees will be acceptable for use in risk assessment In
addition, the protocols are so demandinght there is as of yet, no means to address this in
such a way that honeybee fitd ad semi-fiefd tests would be feasible This means that this
refinement option which is curreMIy7ery often used, Will bcome unavailable Two other
refinement options are given risk mitigation and eposure refjnement fi e residue
measurements in nectar and pollen) Howevei, risk mitigtion cannot reduce all risks and there
is as yet liff le experience with exposure refieinept makingthe usefulness of this refinement
option uncertain We recommend that the protocols are revrsed as soon as possible, taking into
account the new information on background mortatity (see A 1) afld making use of all expertise
available in the field. In the meantime, we propiIat the usefillnesoFçirrently available
semi-field and field tests for the risk assessment is assessed by risk asessors. To ensure
that this is done in a harmonized way, we propose that a working groupbf risk assessors from
Member States assesses three pilot dossiers (one insedicide one herbicideajid one fungicide).
Agreements made in this working group will have to be laid down.in such a w&that decisions
based on those agreements are legally sound. :..

..

3) Currently the FOCUS run-off scenario is not in use. The Commissioriïs sked to ensuhat the
environmental Fate sedions come to a harmonized agreement on inputnçI formats t.
outputs before Feb 2017. . .

-

Regardïng Annex B:

2 governmental project 30-20-002-011

EFSA, 2015. Statement on the suitability of the BEEHAVE model for its potential use in a regulatory context and
for the risk assessment of multiple stressors in honeybees at the landscape level. EFSA Journal 2015;13f6):4125, 91

pp. doi:10.2903/j.efsa.2015.4125



1) Some of the topics in Annex B are indeed risk assessments that can be implemented per
February 2018, ïn accordance with the title of the Annex, while others seem more like action
points for the expert working group that we recommend above fe.g. ‘reconsideration of safety
factors’ and ‘a revision of the GD’ are hardly things to address in a specific active substance or
product dossier). It is recommended that there is a dear separatïon between these two types of
goals in the Annex.
We are not convinced that a fully-validated and reliable method/model for estimating

<-accumulative toxicity will be possible byJan 2018, particularly considering that up to this time
his “optional” section of the chronic toxicity test has rarely been implemented.Since honeydew
isøtincluded in the current (2014) version of the Guidance, it is unclearwhatto do ifa
screeikig step does not pass. Would the next step be risk mitigation? Is there some refinement?
1f refineri?nts or mitigations are possible/the next step, this would presumably also have to be

.placed heré in Annex B.
3) Ç6nsidering thé.problems with methodologies for appropriate honey and bumble bee field tests

cc&ding to Appnix Oof the EFSA GD, it seems unlikely that adequate solitary bee (semi) field
methodologies (acc&çiing to Appendix 0) will be available by January 2018.

4) SublethaIéffects — consdering how difficult it is to link sublethal effeds to colony-level effeds
this point &hs very operl: .(5the.than HPG, there is no sublethal effect assessment in the
current (2014) version of the uiar?,fr1 addition, even for HPG, January 2018 seems
optimistic considerin the need for trdard tests and adjusted risk assessment schemes
considering the prat,ction goal and étkff th sublethal effect(s) on bee populations.

5) Effects on homing flight..2ttis is not yet part bf.he RA scheme in the (2014) Guidance, so it
seems optimistic that it will Lie âvailable as of Wnuary 201$.

6) Development of landscape modeliing — this refinemnt is quite specific per member state It is
likely that some member states (1ie.the.NL) wiAjîi at developing this than others. It is
possible that a model from the NLcoijIdbe used absi fpother MSs, but this would require
a large amount of time to develop. lrthdmeptime, iiIght bf good to specify when
extrapolation might be possible. .

°‘
:;

Regarding Annex C:
1) Is the intention of the lines ‘chronic oral toxicity tèsfith bumblebees/sölitary bees’ and ‘larval

toxicity test with bumble bees/solitary bees’ that no sucL tests need to be rformed, or that
the chconic oral and larval risk assessment to bumbie bèes and solitary beçs does not need to be
done? The 2014 Guidance already refers to the honeybee tests or these endpoints, so if the
former is meant, ft is unclear why this needs to be listed. 1f thé.Jtter is meant,pJease rephrase.

2) No accumulative risk assessment for bumble or solitary bees exits in.the 2014 Guiance, 50 it
seems odd to list it here. ...

3) Listing field tests with bumble bees hete seems odd, since in Annex A it alieady says th.
combined field to labotatory tests should be used. Does this mean that n.fi&ç1 tests wouldver
be used for bumble bees (but would be used for honey and/or solitary bees 1f a rnethodology%.
that meets Appendix 0 was ever made)?

•

4) Regarding the protedion goals for bumbiebees and solitary bees, it is surprising that the
roadmap states that a final definition of these is not to be used. Or do we misunderstand this
and is the intention to revise the protedion goals currently included in the GO?. The overall
level of protection is given by combination of the specific protection goal for the effeds on bees
and the exposure assessment goal (as described at end of p. 12 of the EFSA bee guidance). This
guidance document proposed as the exposure assessment goal for the solitary bees the
populations of solitary bees living at the edges of treated fields and indicated that this is a quite



conservative exposure assessment goal because only a small proportion of all solitary bees will
live at the edges of treated fields (see p. 61). E.g. the least conservative optïon for this exposure
assessment goal could be all populations of solitary bees in a Member State1 an intermediate
option could be all populations of solitary bees in areas with high use intensity of the pesticide.
Thus, it may be advisable to develop a suite of options for the exposure assessment goal that
are considered relevant by bee population experts. Thus, It would in princîple be possible to
develop a road map starting with a non-conservative option for this exposure assessment goal
and move stepwise to more conservative optîons. For the bumble bees a similar approach could

‘be followed.Considering the potential difficulties in developing such new options, we propose
tht-a working group is set up as soon as possible, makïng use of expertise in the field (e.g.

1 PBE).















































































Van:  
Verzonden: 07 June 2016 14:52
Aan: 
Onderwerp: RE: mei_2016_ctgb_comments_on_com_implementation_.docx
 
Hoi 
 
Zie attached mijn input; ik kon niet goed aansluiting maken op jouw stuk over de
protection goals dus heb jouw tekst doorgestreept :-)  Voel je uiteraard vrij om dat
terug te veranderen of er een andere draai aan te geven.
 
De industrie-referentie kon ik niet plaatsen; ik had het over een referentie die aangaf
dat de 7% bovengrens voor de effecten vervangen kan worden door een 20%
bovengrens; dat houdt echter ingrijpen in in het specific protection goal en dat is voor
de trigger discussie voorlopig een brug te ver, lijkt mij.
 
Groeten van 
 
 
From:  
Sent: 07 June, 2016 12:23
To: 
Subject: mei_2016_ctgb_comments_on_com_implementation_.docx
 
Hoi ,
Dit heb ik er tot nu toe van gemaakt. Leek me handig om alvast naar jou te sturen. Ik
ga het straks zelf ook nog een keer goed lezen. Bij de gele dingen hoop ik dat jij iig
input kunt leveren en alle verdere commentaar is ook welkom!
Groeten 
 

Dit bericht kan informatie bevatten die niet voor u is bestemd. Indien u
niet de geadresseerde bent of dit bericht abusievelijk aan u is gezonden,
wordt u verzocht dat aan de afzender te melden en het bericht te 
verwijderen. 
De Staat aanvaardt geen aansprakelijkheid voor schade, van welke aard 
ook, die verband houdt met risico's verbonden aan het elektronisch 
verzenden van berichten.

This message may contain information that is not intended for you. If you
are not the addressee or if this message was sent to you by mistake, you
are requested to inform the sender and delete the message.



The State accepts no liability for damage of any kind resulting from the
risks inherent in the electronic transmission of messages.



Van:
Aan:
Cc:
Onderwerp:
Datum:
Bijlagen:

Beste deelnemers aan dit overleg morgen,

hadden voor de vorige SCoPAFF-vergadering, waar de voortgang van dit bijen
guidance op de agenda stond, al bijgevoegd Ctgb-commentaar voorbereid. Inmiddels is dit

document nogmaals geupdate.

Ik stuur dit jullie nu toe als handvat en ter voorbereiding op ons overleg morgen. Met excuses

voor deze enigszins late actie!

En met dank aan

Tot morgen,

ctgb
college voor de toelating van gewasbeschermingsmiddelen en biociden
Board for the Authorisation of Plant Protection Products and Biocides

Bezoekadres / visiting address:

Bennekomseweg 41, 6717 CL Ede

Voor navigatie gebruik Horapark

Postadres / postal address:

Postbus / P0. box 8030, NL-6710 AA Ede, The Netherlands

Geachte genodigden,

Als het ooed is heeft u betreffende bovenstaand onderwerp al bericht ontvangen van

Op verzoek van treft u bijgaand een datumbriefje voor het plannen van een overleg
Bijen GD.

Helaas zijn de mogelijkheden zeer beperkt, desondanks hoop ik dat u tijd kunt vrijmaken.

Wilt u zo vriendelijk zijn uw beschikbaarheid in te vullen en deze zo spoedig mogelijk retour te
sturen.

RE: overleg EU Bijen GD Locatie Ede/ Wageningen
maandag 6juni 2016 17:06:22

Beleidsmedewerker / Policy officer

1 www.ctgb.nl

1

Onderwerp: overleg L] Bijen GD Locatie Ede/ Wageningen
Urgentie: Hoog

Hartelijk dank voor uw medewerking.



Met vriendelijke groet,

Management assistent

Ministerie van Economische Zaken
Directie Plantaardige Agroketens en Voedseikwaliteit
Bezuidenhoutseweg 73 1 B-zuid 4e etagel

K DEN HAAG

Let op! Bij bezoek aan het ministerie dient u in het bezit te zijn van een geldig
legitimatiebewijs!

“Dit bericht kan informatie bevatten die niet voor u is bestemd, Indien u hiet de geadresseerde bent of dit bericht abusievelijk aan u is
gezonden, wordt u verzocht dat aan de afzender te melden en het bericht te verwijderen. De staat aanvaardt geen aansprakelijkheid voor
schade, van welke aard ook, die verband houdt met risico’s verbonden aan het elektronisch verzenden van berichten.”
“This message may contain information that is not intended for you. 1f you are not the addressee or if this message was sent to you by
mistake, you are requested to inform the sender and delete teh message. The State accepts no liability for damage of any kind resulting from
the risks inherent i the electorinc transmission of messages.”



Mei 2016
Ctgb comments on the proposal for implementation of the EFSA 2013 frevision 2014) Guidance
document for RA of bees:

Regarding Annex A

1) Perhaps it is good to note that 1f the parameters of Appendix 0 are taken into account, very few
to none of the current field and semi-field tests for bees will be acceptable for use in risk
assessment. In addition, there is, as of yet no means to address this in such a way that field and
semi-field tests would be feasible.

2) Currently the FOCUS run-off scenario is not in use, thus the environmental Fate sedions would
c have to decide on agreed upon inputs and formats for outputs before Jan 2017. It is possible

that coming to a harmonized agreement for these might take longer than that (taking into
account the summer holidays).

3) It should be acknowledged in the document that the guidelines/test protocols mentioned are
the ones currently available and that, once new harmonized guidelines become available, these
should be used instead (e.g. guidelines for testing acute toxicity to bumbiebees are currently
being ring-tested, and, once adopted, should be used instead of OECD 213/214).

Regarding Annex B:
1) As a general point,venote that many of the topics listed in Annex B need more work before

they can be implemented (see comments below). The intended implementation date is February
201$. This is ambitious, and high priority should be given to this work, especially if these topics
are to be assessed among Member States in a harmonized way. We recommend that an expert
working group is set up a.s.a.p. in whichscientists but also risk assessors work on the sections
of the guidance document that need further development.

2) Another general point is that some of the topics in Annex B are indeed risk assessments that can
be implemented per February 2018, in accordânce with the title of the Annex, while others
seem more like adion points for the expert working group that we recommend above (e.g.
‘reconsideration of safety factors’ and ‘a revision of the GD’ are hardly things to address in a
specific active substance or product dossier). It is recommended that there is a dear separation
between these two types of goals in the Annex.

3) We are not convinced that a fully-validated and reliable method/model for estimating
accumulative toxicity will be possible by Jan 2018, particularly considering that up to this time
this “optional” sedion of the chronic toxicity test has rarely been implemented.Since honeydew
is not included in the current (2014) version of the Guidance, it is unclear what to do if a
screening step does not pass. Would the next step be risk mitigation? Is there some refinement?
1f refinements or mitigations are possible/the next step, this would presumably also have to be
placed here in Annex B...

4) Considering the problems with methodologies for appropriate honey and bumble bee field tests
according to Appendix 0, it seems unlikely that adequate solitary bee (semi) field methodologies
(according to Appendix 0) will be available by January 201$.

5) Sublethal effeds — considering how difficult it is to link sublethal effeds to colony-level effects
this point seems very open. Other than HPG, there is no sublethal effect assessment in the
current (2014) version of the Guidance. In addition, even for HPG, January 2018 seems
optimistic considering the need for standard tests and adjusted risk assessment schemes
considering the protection goal and effect of the sublethal effect(s) on bee populations.



6) Effects on homing flight — this is not yet part of the RA scheme in the (2014) Guidance, so It
seems optimistic that it will be available as of ianuary 2018.

7) Development of landscape modelling — this refinement is quite specific per member state. It is
likely that some member states (like the NL) will be faster at deve!oping this than others. It is
possible that a model from the NL could be used as a basis for other MSs, but this would require
a large amount of time to develop... In the meantime, it might be good to specify when

‘‘ extrapolation might be possible.

Regarding Annex C:
1) Is the intention of the lines ‘chronic oral toxicity test with bumbie bees/solitary bees’ and ‘larval

toxicity test with bumble bees/solitary bees’ that no such tests need to be performed, or that
the chronic oral and larval risk assessment to bumble bees and solitary bees does not need to be
done? The 2014 Guidance already refers to the honeybee tests for these endpoints, so if the
former is meant, it is unclear why this needs to be listed. 1f the latter is meant, please rephrase.

2) No accumulative risk assessment for bumble or solitary bees exists in the 2014 Guidance, 50 it
seems odd to list it hete.

3) Listing field tests with bumble bees hete seems odd, since in Annex A it already says that
combined field to laboratory tests should be used... Does this mean that no field tests would
ever be used for bumble bees (but would be used for honey and/or solitary bees 1f a
methodology that meets Appendix 0 was ever made)?

4) It is not dear how a risk assessment can be performed adequately without a protection goal for
bumble bees and solitary bees. In that situation the outcome of the risk assessment will always
be unclear. We suppose this rrjeans that the protection goals for honey bees will be used,
however, since these were vejpec fic to honey bees, this seems inadequate.

£•:‘. •: —

General:
-;

We note that even when substances are tested/show no effect at limit doses, they do not usually
pass the honeybee chronic oral assessment. It might be relevant to discuss ways to address this
once the Guidance is implemented in January 2017...

-. .‘
C.•
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